Snow Flakes and Hot Aches
Will Fulton and I had booked two precious weeks of A/L to head to Scotland. The plan was to spend
the first week with Stuart Carter of Climb 365 learning to lead in winter, then to use the second
week to get stuck into some projects of our own. We’d had a week with Stu in the summer; he’s a
very cheery sort who takes a mean photo! For the first week we stayed in Aviemore using the
Cairngorms as our base.

Aladdin’s Mirror Direct

The first day was a bit of an experience! We headed into Coire an t-Sneachda aiming for
Invernookie, a grade III, 4 climb. The approach was extremely windy and we were all knocked off
our feet at various points. I was certain that Stuart would say that the route was not in condition or
too windy, but no (these guides are tough!). I’d made the mistake of only wearing light gloves on
the approach and could barely gear up, still, we were soon on our way up with Stuart leading and
Will and I alternating pitches.
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Steve on pitch two of Invernookie(III, 4) Coire an t-Sneachda (Stuart Carter)

Stuart lead the first pitch, Will followed and I went up last. For some reason I didn’t use my brand
new belay jacket whilst waiting (mistake number two!). When I reached Will’s belay I’d started to
warm up but started to get the onset of hot aches. For anyone who has never had hot aches, I can
only describe it as a hell. Your hands, previously frozen are warming up, but the warming up process
can be very painful, as it was in this case. I apologise to the other climbers nearby who heard the
moans and groans!

Will on the final pitch of Invernookie

Stuart’s plan was to get us working on a technical grade above that which we’d done before. Will
and I both felt that the technical grade was fine, as was our movement, gear placement and
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ropework. My personal issue was learning more about what kit to take and how to manage myself
and my body in the conditions. Will managed to hit himself in the face with his DMM Hammer just
before the end and reached the top with a bit of a nosebleed (sadly I’ve no picture of that!) so we
ended the day in bruised and battered condition (we both fell on the descent also!).

Some pretty rotten ice near Oui-Oui!

The second day was a lot easier. Stuart was helping another client so we teamed up with Andy, an
MIC aspirant to look for some ice. We’d hoped to head back up to the ski centre for the day, but
with the road closed this wasn’t an option. Plan B was to head to a frozen waterfall, Oui-Oui for
some ice practice. When we got there, we found a group of about 15 people and the ice conditions
didn’t look promising. Instead we headed 10 minutes further on and found another waterfall. The
ice was pretty rotten, but we headed up it anyway struggling up rotten ice and turf (Andy Nisbet
turned his nose up at it incidentally!). Andy was right to steer us away from Oui-Oui, whilst we were
there a lot of ice was falling and later in the week there was a nasty accident resulting in a fall and a
broken back.
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Day Three and the weather cleared enough for us to get back to Coire an Lochain to reach a large
section of ice to practice ice climbing, placing screws and Abalakov threads etc. The weather was
much more benign (we could stand up for a start!), although we did cross some snowfields that I
knew were historically avalanche prone (but as Stu was leading us we went up them anyway) – with
Stu showing us how to protect ourselves in avalanche prone areas.

Will practicing ice screw placement (Coire an Lochain)

A much better day for me – I didn’t damage fingers! When we reached the ice falls we found them
to be in perfect condition and, more importantly, there was nobody else around. We did some top
roping to practice ice climbing movement and then mock led some pitches under Stu’s watchful eye.

Will (left) top roping some good quality ice on Coire an Lochain Stuart on the right.
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Stu and Will heading towards Coire an t Sneachda – this time able to stand up!

On the Thursday, Stu let us loose a little and we climbed the Fiacaill Couloir (II/III) with him climbing
aside. For me this was more about how to stay warm than the technical side of things and I found
the climbing better than expected. As with many climbs in the Cairngorms, it was exceptionally busy
and we had another guide, Alan Halewood and some students climbing directly beneath us
(although moving slightly left) and another team climbing Bellhaven to our right. We were moving
well but closer to the top Al’s team came in from the left and the Bellshill Team decided to bail on
their route and finish on ours. Despite being asked not to by both Stu and Al they came straight
through the middle and caused Al’s team quite a delay (Al was not happy at all!).
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Will starting out on the first pitch of the Fiacaill Couloir, Coire an t-Sneachda

Steve on pitch 2 of Fiacaill Couloir
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Other climbers attempting Bellhaven on Coire an t-Sneachda

Will on the final pitch of Fiacaill Couloir
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One of Will’s wishes for the week was to find out how to climb through a cornice. As we finished the
Fiacaill Couloir early Will was granted his wish when Stu took him to the top of a cornice and duly
booted him over it! I wasn’t interested in this at all except for hoping that the cornice collapse and
to see Will suspended in mid air! Sadly, my wish wasn’t granted and after much huffing and puffing
Will got through the cornice – absolutely covered in snow!

Stop complaining and get down there! Stu lowers Will over.

Will practicing breaking though a cornice
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Our final day with Stu was to a secret crag for some more ice climbing. Same format in that we were
to lead and Stu was to climb alongside. I know that the climb was a III, 4 waterfall, but I couldn’t tell
you where it was (it was referred to as “Crag X” and we were sworn to secrecy!).

Ready for action, Steve heading towards Crag X

Steve starting out on the first pitch at Crag X
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I lead the first pitch and actually felt quite comfortable doing so. The only trouble I was having was
getting my nice new Petzl Quarks out of the ice as they were a little too sharp! “Banana it!” Stu was
telling me, but knowing what to do isn’t as easy as carrying it out!

Will on the crux at Crag X

Fortunately, taking the first pitch meant that I could admire my belay whilst Will tackled the crux
moves above me. He made it look a lot easier than I found it to be and I spent a lot of time cursing
under my breath try to “Banana” my axes out and trying not to fall on my single half rope!
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Will again at the Crux

Steve at the second belay Crag X
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A simple belay, but I was proud of it!

We’d had a really good week; both learned a lot and sunk probably too much whisky. For our
second week we headed west, but the weather wasn’t looking good at all. We spent a couple of
days visiting the Ice Factor and waiting for gaps in the weather. However, there’s only so long we
could wait for and with little prospect of an improvement for the week, we decided to bail.
Next stop the Matterhorn?!

Steve Greenwell
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